Autonomic’s Mirage Media Servers Now Compatible with BitWise Controls
New module makes integration easy and supports browsing and playback functionality
Armonk, NY. August 15, 2013—Autonomic, known for supplying the custom electronics industry with awardwinning high performance cloud-based media solutions, is pleased to announce that BitWise Controls has
introduced the Autonomic Mirage Module now available to authorized BitWise dealers for download. This new
module makes it easier and more efficient for installers to integrate Mirage Media Servers’ browsing and playback
control to the BitWise user interface.
“Many of our dealers use Mirage Media Servers from Autonomic in their system designs, because they’re
engineered specifically for custom integration. The high-quality hardware and powerful media browsing capabilities
make them a popular choice,” stated Mark Buster, Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer at BitWise Controls.
“We’re proud to offer a module that, in less than 60 seconds, allows dealers to incorporate such a robust server
into a BitWise project.” The Autonomic Mirage Module enables users to browse all of the server's content from the
BitWise interface, including supported internet radio services. The new module also detects the dominant color of
the page background, ensuring the GUI content automatically looks great with any of the BitWise GUI Templates.
Interface is intuitive; simply specify the IP address of the server and define the GUI content area. The Autonomic
Mirage Module automatically generates the entire interface inside the defined content area. The new module also
works with Autonomic's MCS software to control Windows Media Center. A video demo of the new Autonomic
Mirage Module is available HERE.
Autonomic will be demonstrating the Mirage Audio System (MAS) at the 2013 CEDIA Booth 3825 in Denver, CO
September 26-28. The MAS is a complete distributed audio solution designed to accommodate systems in a broad
range of size and price. The MAS is composed of Autonomic’s acclaimed Mirage Media Servers together with a
choice of two digital amplifiers, two in-wall control options and applications for iOS and Android devices that can be
mixed and matched in any configuration depending on system requirements. All Mirage Audio System components
have been engineered to work seamlessly together and are available now from Autonomic. MSRP for the 4-zone
MAS-4 is $4945 and MSRP for the 8-zone MAS-8 is $8350.

See Autonomic at 2013 CEDIA Booth 3825
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Autonomic Controls, Inc. (www.autonomic-controls.com) introduced the world's first cloud-based media server, making audio and
video consumption more reliable, easy and fulfilling. Exclusively engineered for control system integration, Autonomic products
have become the standard for converging content for multi-room distribution from the most popular sources, such as iTunes,
Windows Media, Last.fm, PANDORA® internet radio, Rhapsody®, TuneIn Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio and Spotify.

